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1. About the Company
The Mark Bruce Company was
formed in 1991 as a vehicle
for the uncompromising
dance theatre of Mark Bruce.

Photograph©Mark Bruce

Based in Frome, a rural
market town in Somerset,
Mark Bruce Company is a
multi-award-winning dance
theatre company that tours
widely and to great acclaim.
It also runs a progressive
education programme in
Somerset and on tour. Rooted
in both dance and theatre
and with a strong
choreographic language,

Bruce’s work draws from a broad
spectrum of influences and has a strong
filmic quality; it stakes out territory
unoccupied by any other English dance
company.
The Mark Bruce Company creates work

for both traditional and unconventional
venues, and is keen to explore
innovative, presentational, venuespecific, and other ideas that might
lead to the further development of a
diverse audience.

Photograph©BlackBird/RedRose Studios
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2. Mark Bruce’s Macbeth
The Mark Bruce Company’s adaptation of Shakespeare’s Macbeth is a dance theatre
production performed by 9 dancers and choreographed by Mark Bruce. Spoken word is
not used. The narrative, text and subtext dramatisation is portrayed through
choreography, sound and vision.

Photograph©Nicole Guarino

“

Macbeth hits you fast, cuts
through to the bone, and for
me it is the least ambiguous of
Shakespeare's plays. Its darkness opens
our nightmares, we recognise
fundamental traits inside ourselves
and the consequences of acting upon
them. The vicious pursuit of power to
fill a void will always be relevant - the
Macbeths are everywhere in every
age, because they are a part of us.
I first read Macbeth as a teenager and
returning to it now the images,
atmosphere it evokes have not
changed. Its power lies in a relentless
tale of supernatural horror told with a
beauty and symbolism that reaches to
the tragic state of the ‘other’. In
striving for the beauty within the
tragedy I chose the work of Arvo Pärt
as my main musical source.

This music, like Macbeth, swiftly
reaches into the soul, and I feel it is
the soul that Macbeth searches
wrongly for, what is missing inside
both himself and his wife, and where
their demons reside.
The supernatural is always present in
Macbeth, bending our own thoughts
and perceptions as well as those of
the protagonists. It infects us, always
one step ahead, and Macbeth’s
decisions are made in the world of a
nightmare as if there is no separation
between thought and action. Murder
is done and descent is rapid. The
Macbeths are mere playthings of the
evil they set free, and in the madness
and emptiness that ensues they
become but walking shadows, or, as in
my adaptation, simply clowns of sound
and fury.’
Mark Bruce
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3. Introduction
Bruce’s adaptation of Shakespeare’s Macbeth presents a tragic descent into the
darkest sides of human nature. Goaded by the whispers of demons, the Macbeths
unleash murder for their own gains and set in motion their path to madness and selfdestruction, unravelling events in a nightmare they cannot control.
As a piece of dance theatre, Bruce uses many aspects of theatre production to tell his
story. The setting reimagines Shakespeare’s plot in a desolate, modern wasteland,
with the narrative action stripped back to its simplest form. Bruce works closely with
his design team to create a bleak, brutal yet beautiful world that mirrors the internal
workings of Macbeth’s mind.
Dance theatre layers narrative action with atmosphere and emotion. Not only do we
see what Macbeth is doing, his movements express the psychological distress and
trauma he experiences. We move between external and internal worlds, and, crucially
for the story of Macbeth, between the natural and the supernatural. Consider who
sees the Witches at what point, question if they are angels or demons, are Macbeth’s
ghostly visions real? A recurring theme in Bruce’s works is that space between real and
unreal, between human and inhuman, be it vampires, gods or ghosts.
As both a choreographer and theatre director, Bruce’s works are highly theatrical,
with a strong narrative element. His recent dance works, Dracula, The Odyssey and
now Macbeth are all adaptations of existing literary works. Key gestures and tableau
work to support the narrative, and the aural setting works as a soundtrack to create
mood and atmosphere. This is often reflected and highlighted in the lighting design.
Bruce’s work has a clear cinematic influence, and this is evident in the way music and
image work together to express character and emotion.
The movement vocabulary has a clear classical foundation alongside contemporary
technique. There is both fluidity and weight to the choreography, with detailed
expression of arm gestures, suspensions and turns. Dancers weave through the space
on complex pathways, performing phrases of rhythmic complexity that suggest the
speech of Shakespeare’s characters. The beauty of the movement is juxtaposed with
the brutality of the story action, creating an uneasy tension and ambiguity.
At the beginning of the rehearsal process, Bruce works to create a specific movement
vocabulary to express his interpretation of the characters. Later, choreographic
devices such as motif development, repetition and variation create a narrative
coherence and allow the audience to understand character development and
relationships. His work invites the audience not just to understand, however, but to
feel – to connect emotionally with the performance.
Mark Bruce Company are an independent dance theatre company, based in Frome,
Somerset. They have won the Sky Arts South Bank award for Dance, the National
Dance Award for Best Male Dancer for Jonathan Goddard as Dracula, and the award
for Best Independent Company. They are part of the National Portfolio Organisation
and receive regular funding from the Arts Council.
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4. The Creative Team
Choreographer/ Director – Mark Bruce

Photograph©Nicole Guarino

Mark Bruce has worked as a
choreographer, director and dancer
internationally for nearly 30 years. He
has worked with Rosas, Bern Ballet,
Ballet Black, Introdans, Igloo, Probe, and
DJazzex among others.
The Mark Bruce Company was formed in
1991, and has developed an international
reputation for uncompromising
contemporary dance theatre, creating
strong image based work inspired by
cinema, narratives and a diverse mix of
music. Early productions include
Moonlight Drive (1991), Lovesick (1995),
Helen, Angel (1996) and the celebrated
collaboration with Polly Jean Harvey and
John Parish titled Dance Hall at Louse
Point (1997).
Frequently exploring themes of ancient
myth, otherworldliness, and dystopian
vision, Bruce’s later works include Sea of
Bones (2006) Love and War (2010), and
Made in Heaven (2012). Recently,
Bruce’s works have adapted literary
texts into inventive, imaginative dance
theatre; Dracula (2013) won the Sky Arts
South Bank award for Dance, the
National Dance Award for Best Male
Dancer for Jonathan Goddard as Dracula,
and the award for Best Independent

Company. His most recent production was
The Odyssey (2016).
Bruce has also choreographed for other
dance companies. In 2005 Bruce created
Fever To Tell for Probe, Green Apples for
the Royal Opera House’s Clore Studio
Summer Collection and Bad History for The
Place Prize 2006. In 2008 he created The
Sky or a Bird for Probe’s 2008 UK tour and
Stars for Dance South West. Bruce’s first
commission by Bern Ballet, Crimes of
Passion, premiered in January 2010 and his
second, Medea, premiered in February
2011. He created Second Coming for Ballet
Black in 2015.
Bruce’s work for theatre includes the
Royal Exchange Theatre’s productions of
The Bacchae, Antigone, The Glass
Menagerie, The Revenger’s Tragedy,
Antony & Cleopatra, Peer Gynt, As You
Like It, Fast Food, Still Time and The Way
of the World. He co-devised Skellig, an
opera based on the book by David Almond,
for the Sage Gateshead in 2008. He
directed Rick Bland’s award winning Thick
which toured the UK, US and Canada and
worked with Singapore Repertory Theatre
on their 2015 production of The Tempest.
Bruce has also worked in a variety of new
media, screen and interactive stage
productions with Ruth Gibson & Bruno
Martelli of Igloo. He has written music for
his own work and also for art installations
and is published by Mute Song. His book of
short stories, Blackout Zones was released
in May 2010. His book on choreography and
dance theatre has been published by
Oberon in 2018. Mark was also a Judge on
BBC Young Dancer 2017.
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“

An Interview with Mark Bruce:

Can you cite some of your major
influences in your work in general?

And in Macbeth so far?
I am still working out what these are.
Influences always begin subconsciously
and often it is only in retrospect that I
identify them, and I also don’t expect
to completely understand why an
influence has imposed itself.
I do think strangely I've been affected
by the films of David Cronenberg for
this production - pace, economic shot
selection; his film ‘Eastern Promises’
especially. The brooding atmosphere,
the colour, the darkness seems to marry
with the world and characters I saw
Macbeth taking place in. I also think
there is a visual element of the bleak
Russian vision of Andreï Tarkovski’s
Stalker. As I say - I’ll probably only
realise why later. I tend to trust a
world that won’t leave me alone until I
realise it. These influences breed other
ideas - the scorpion tattoos of the
Macbeths, the warehouse, industrial
nature of their home; the nature of the
knifes used for the murder of Duncan.

Photograph©Nicole Guarino

I am influenced by many artists and art
mediums. I am especially influenced by
film and this is clearly apparent in my
work. I began my company so I could
present productions informed by the
crafts of every medium that has
captured my imagination - whether it
be theatre, film, music, literature,
graphic novels… anything. It all goes
into a melting pot from which I create a
‘language' for a production; and every
production will have different
influences.

Compared to the production like The
Odyssey in which there was a myriad of
influences because of a subject matter
that was all over the place - characters,
creatures, locations, Macbeth is far
leaner. It is written for stage. My
approach has been quite simple, a few
choices, so I can really explore the
text, get deeply into the characters and
the world in which it is set.
How do you choose your dancers for
productions?
Sometimes I will have particular
dancers in mind for a production and
this will have a bearing on whether I
pursue it or not - whether it is an
established narrative or something I
have written myself. With Macbeth I
had a combination of dancers I already
knew and some new ones. I held an
audition for which we had over six
hundred and fifty applicants. From this
I took three dancers. They needed to be
strong in contemporary and classical
technique and dramatically.
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Your music choice for Macbeth is
classical and doesn't involve any of your
own composition unlike many of your
other productions.

the right time to do it. I had a vision of
the world and some of the cast in mind.
It was the same with Dracula and The
Odyssey.

The music of Arvo Pärt was a
fundamental decision in realising a
through line for Macbeth. I was
instantly drawn to how it captures
something deep inside us. It can be
sparse, refined and for me Macbeth is a
refined play. Like Arvo Pärt’s music,
there is so much going on with every
line, every suggestion and this enables
our imagination to transcend to the
state of what is inside the protagonists,
what they are missing, the state of
their souls. I felt the combination of
the subject matter and this music
created something beautiful and tragic.
And these two elements were the basis
of my interpretation of Macbeth.

The choreographic language of Macbeth
is very specific and detailed and I felt I
had the right dancers at the right time
in their careers to pursue this
vocabulary. I do feel there is a time
when you are ready to do a production
and you can’t really contrive that.

Can you tell me why you chose
Macbeth?
It is something I have always wanted to
do. I read it first when I was at school
and it has never left me. I felt now was

Do you feel that living out of London
has helped your creative process? The
company being away from the central
hubs of dance, has that been a positive
thing?
Yes definitely. Moving out of London
has given me peace of mind. I love
London, I love visiting and working
there but I also need some space. It
helps focus concentration. It is intense
physically and mentally working in this
company but this is healthy; we have
set up an environment designed to
enable us to explore and push ourselves
deeper into the work.

Photograph©Nicole Guarino
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Lighting Designer – Guy Hoare
He has also worked on productions for
Bonachela Dance Company, the Royal
Opera House, Skanes Dansteater,
Sydney Dance Company and Sadlers
Wells.
His evocative lighting designs closely
complement the dance, working to
highlight the imagery, atmosphere and
movement on stage.
Photograph©Chris Tandy

Guy has been designing lighting for
dance, theatre and opera for 20 years;
he creates work throughout the UK and
internationally. He has collaborated
with Mark Bruce Dance Company since
1999, designing The Odyssey, Dracula,
Made in Heaven, Love & War, Sea of
Bones, Bad History, Green Apples and
Dive.

Guy also designs for opera, working
with the Royal Opera House on The
Firework-Maker’s Daughter, on Jakob
Lenz for English National Opera, and on
shows for English Touring Opera such as
King Priam, The Lighthouse and Eugene
Onegin.

Photograph©Mark Bruce

His dance designs
include Chotto Desh
for Akram Khan
Company, Strange
Blooms, Bruise Blood
and Flicker for
Shobana Jeyasingh
Company, And Who
Shall Go to the Ball?
for Candoco, and
Frontline for Henri
Oguike Dance
Company.

For theatre, recent productions include
World Factory for the Young Vic, King
Lear for Northern Broadsides, Here we
Go for the National Theatre and Roots
for the Donmar Warehouse. He has also
designed for the Old Vic in Clarence
Darrow, for the Royal Court in IN
Basildon, and shows for the Alemida,
Theatre Royal Bath, NTS, Headlong and
Bristol Old Vic.
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An Interview with Guy Hoare:

You have worked with Mark for many
years now. What would you say makes
your collaboration work well?
I think from the very outset – when we
made Dive in 1999 – we shared a
number of interests and cultural
touchstones. Even though I had never
worked in dance before, I had a sense
of theatre which seemed to suit the
direction Mark’s work was taking and
his cinematic visions really chimed with
a lot of my design aesthetics. That
shared taste – along with an almost
obsessive eye for detail and a strong
work ethic – laid the foundations for a
long future together.

What colour palettes have you chosen
for Macbeth and why?
These days, I tend to start work in
monochrome and only introduce colour
when there’s a good reason for it. This
is partly through a love of black and
white photography and cinematography
where so much can be achieved without
colour through a careful use of
composition, and an understanding of
the narrative power of light and
shadow. Just as importantly, I am
aware that the more restrained we all
our in our use of colour – through set,
costume and make-up as well as light –

Photograph©Nicole Guarino

Over the years our disciplines and styles
have developed in parallel – informed
both by our work together and our
separate projects with others – and now
(9 pieces and 18 years later) we have
both an intricately developed shared
language and a great sense of mutual
creative trust both of which are
essential I think for a successful
collaboration.

the greater the impact of the colours
that we do use when we choose to do
so. Nonetheless, even within a fairly
monochrome palette, there are still
decisions to be made over what the
base colour of the canvas might look
like. I’m leaning at the moment
towards a cold greyish white, a dull
glint of metal with perhaps the slightest
hint of cyan. Less a colour per se, more
like grading of film – the slightest hint
of the other-worldly and the
supernatural, a sense of unease
amongst the natural order; a world
drained of warmth where even a
candle’s glow is mean, unhealthy and
brings little comfort.

What stage do you like to come into
rehearsals? How far in advance did you
start talking to Mark about Macbeth?
The process for the next show often
begins as soon as we have premiered
the previous one. Initially just
comprised of vague chats about
possible directions, and often before
Mark has even settled on the story he
wants to tackle, these initial talks serve
to keep ideas floating around.
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The pace increases once Mark settles on
his subject and starts research. We
began serious discussions last Autumn.
By Spring 2017, we had pretty much
settled on an overall aesthetic and a
sense of the world we were creating.
We also had a pretty good idea of how
we wanted to use the space. I try to
visit rehearsals as often as I can and
from the earliest stages of research, but
Mark films everything so even if I’m
abroad I can keep up to speed as the
work evolves.
What is your preparation process for a
production on the scale of Macbeth?
I always need some parameters to
inspire the creative process; a
knowledge of where the work is going to
be presented is often a useful starting
point. Once we have worked out the
world then I can begin to work out how
to create that world in those venues.
After that I want to watch as much
choreographic material as possible.
Mark’s choice of music too tells me a
huge amount about the kind of
atmosphere we want to create. Music is
always a huge factor for me when
working on the design. Eventually all
these elements – along with
developments of scenic ideas – begin to
coalesce and I start to construct an
initial plan of the lighting for costing.
Once everything has been costed I can
turn my attention to the detail of the
rig. Much of this will be established
before the main rehearsal period begins
so I can spend that time concentrating
on how to use the rig – working out the
visual rhythm of the piece and the
details of each frame. By the time we
enter the theatre for production I have a
pretty clear picture of the whole piece
in my head and it’s about trying to recreate that on the stage and giving the
dancers time to work within it.

How much interaction do you have with
the rest of the production team?
Most conversations tend to be as
inclusive as is practical. The decisions I
make obviously have a major impact on
Doro (costumes) and Phil (set) and their
choices will also have a big impact on
mine. To an extent light is the last
element that we absolutely have to
commit to but in order for it to play an
active rather than a merely passive,
responsive role in the creative process
it’s crucial to have as many
conversation and pool as many ideas as
possible early on. For logistical reasons
we can’t all get together in the same
room very much until near the end of
the process – not least because Doro is
based in Berlin – but recently we have
tried to get the whole creative team
together for early photo-shoots which
serve almost as a design R&D phase and
provide an opportunity for us all to
discuss materials, light and structures
in context with the performers.
How did you become a lighting
designer?
I first became involved in the creative
side of theatre as a scenic artist at
school. Initially brought in to help paint
scenery, I soon became fascinated by
light. When I could no longer study art
at school and university, lighting began
to fill that void. By the time I finished
my degree I knew that I wanted to
become a lighting designer and took
every opportunity to work in the
lighting department in any theatre I
could, starting on the crew, assisting
other designers on smaller projects and
eventually designing my own. My
theatre work introduced me to opera
and then I met Mark and started design
for dance as well…
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Set Designer – Phil Eddolls
As a freelance designer and maker, Phil
has been involved in over 300
productions across the spectrum of
theatre, opera, rock and roll, ballet,
outdoor theatre and site specific oneoff events.
Recent designs include The Light
Princess for the Tobacco Factory, The
Boy Who Cried Wolf and Treasure Island
(outdoors) for the Bristol Old Vic,
Science Museum Live with London
Science Museum, Jonsi world tour (from
Icelandic band Sigur Ros), Angelmoth
and Rapunzel for Ballet Lorent at
Sadlers Wells, as well as numerous codesigns with Julian Crouch for
Improbable.

He was part of the design team for the
Commonwealth Games 2002 and
Olympic Games 2004 opening
ceremonies, and has also designed
Sticky with Improbable at many
international outdoor festivals and the
Metropolitan Opera Gala 2009 in New
York. He won Best Designer at TMA
Awards in 2003 for The Hanging Man.
Phil is a longtime collaborator with
Improbable Theatre Company and
Imagineer production company and
helps design and realise carnivals
throughout the country. He is the set
designer for Mark Bruce’s The Odyssey
and Dracula.

Photograph©PhilEddolls
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An Interview with Phil Eddolls:

You have worked with Mark on the last
two productions, how has each
production differed?

The Odyssey is an Epic adventure, and
within the confines of our smaller
venues, one has to still portray that
vista - take the audience to vast wide
and deep places where bloody battles
and epic journeys happened. The
claustrophobic set of Dracula was very
different to this as an audience
experience. When I design I am an
audience member, I know what I would
like to see and experience and couple
that with the specific requests of the
Director.
Can you describe your collaborative
process with Mark? i.e. how you both
start to create the world of the piece
and the progress from there.
The collaborations are very organic,
and they need to "just happen" to be at
their best. Mark will invite us to share
in the work so far, and there it will
begin. I watch for Space really. Space I
may be able to have to put something
in. The show is the Dancers. The set
surrounds them with the language that
the story insists upon. Mark will have

Photograph©Chris Tandy

Yes, I have worked now on Dracula and
The Odyssey. These differed very well
in terms of a design concept. Dracula is
a Shapeshifter, and the set in a way has
to bring that quality to life for the
audience. Working closely with Guy, it
was possible to pass through the set, to
and from the dark voids of the story,
making people magically appear. The
use of multitasking props then ties this
shifting and morphing feel through the
production.

very specific ideas, and also allow
freedom too, and through this, almost
like a sculptor with a block of stone,
bits will be chipped away here and
there, Ideas and concepts to and fro,
paper torn up as we start again until a
version of what we will end up with
comes slowly to view.
The set may only reveal itself at the
last minute, but run-throughs, props
and ideas always flow, and it is up to us
to cap them and begin to work with the
best ones. We kind of know that the
product will be brilliant, but only
because it has drained us of every way
to make it so.
You are very hands on with the making
process, what factors inform your
decisions on your set and prop building
team?
I do come from a very practical
background in terms of design. I have
toured work for many years and have a
good sense of what will last, work and
look good. Sets that breathe in and out
are a must. They must inhabit the
larger spaces, yet not crowd smaller
ones. My team usually consists of one or
two very trusted and skilled colleagues,
should I be lucky enough to collar them.
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Photograph©Ben Dodds

.

I have my very best on this next show,
and look forward to creating our
Russian, dank stark world with the
whole group.
What have you used as inspiration when
designing Macbeth?
Macbeth has been mostly inspired by
Mark and the work I see so far, and
Wilton’s music hall. Though I have a
number of references to steer me too.
The set will be more of a backdrop this
time and less of an interface. We will
bring items in and out. The set still has
to "land" yet on the drawing board, but
inspiration is always out there if you
look hard enough. The answer to
everything is usually staring you in the
face.
How did you get started in this
profession?
I trained as a teacher, and whilst

working summer jobs, joined a stage
crew. I was offered a full-time job and
became an Actor Assistant Stage
Manager (ASM), and performed small
roles from several years whilst scene
changing and ASM ing on the shows too.
Promotion took me to Technical
director of a big multi venue building,
and I began to assist a lot of young
designers straight out of college. I
helped them with practicalities and
getting their shows up. I began to
realise that I could maybe do this too.
I left the Theatre I was in full time to
tour with a show I helped to devise;
"Shockheaded Peter" then toured the
world for 2 years and I went as
Understudy, Production Stage manager
and Crew chief.
On my return, I was asked to co-design
their next show, "The Hanging Man" This
won the TMA award for best Design in
2003. The rest is history. See some of it
on phleds.com
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Costume Designer – Dorothee Brodrück
She has enjoyed the privilege of
working with choreographers Erik
Ekmann, Hofesh Shechter, Mark Bruce
and Doug Varone.
As a freelancer, Dorothee has created
costumes for dancers, musicians and
actors for venues as varied as the
Komische Oper (Berlin, Germany),
Stadttheater (Bern, Switzerland), HansOtto-Theater (Potsdam, Germany) and
Theater an der Sihl (Zürich,
Switzerland) among others.
Photograph©Chris Tandy

Now based in Berlin, she co-founded
the avant-garde Dieter & Thomas label
with Karoline Lobeck in 2010.

Dorothee Brodrück studied costume
design at Berlin’s esteemed Universität
der Künste. Additionally she pursued
painting and etching at Freie
Kunstschule, Berlin. After graduating,
she moved to Switzerland where she
became assistant costume designer in
Bern’s Stadttheater for 2 years,
contributing to diverse ballet and
theatre projects.
Design©Dorothee Brodrück
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An Interview with Dorothee Brodrück:

Could you tell us about your role as
costume designer in the production?

I’m involved in the process very early
which is great, so I can ask Mark many
questions to find out what is the best
way to go with the costumes. Also, a
very important thing is to make sure
the dancers can move in their costumes
and don’t feel restricted by anything.
What is the first thing you do when
designing a production with Mark?
Firstly, I try to get a sense of the
atmosphere of the piece. I listen to the
music that will be used, I read the play
the production is based on, I watch
films that are a reference and I ask
Mark a lot of questions. I try to capture
the mood around the characters - do
they come from a mad, brutal world
(mostly), are they poor or rich? Do they
come from friendly surroundings
(mostly not) etc. Based on that I start
collecting pictures that are references
to build the character’s world.

Design©Dorothee Brodrück

As costume designer, I help to
characterise each role in the piece.
Through costume, you can enhance the
character’s personality. Each detail has
a meaning on stage - in dance even
more than in a play. It’s like looking
through a magnifying glass. Every part
of the costume can tell a story. I try to
visualise the pictures Mark has in his
head. The character’s costumes can
help you understand the piece, they
add another layer to the story. With
Macbeth most people know the story
and the main characters, so there is
some freedom in interpreting the roles.

How do you progress from the first idea
to the final design?
Sometimes first ideas go too far- so it
can be good to simplify things. To
extract the right elements from the
first ideas and get rid of everything
which isn’t important for telling the
story.
A great thing when working with Mark is
having the photoshoot very early in the
process. It’s a very good opportunity to
find out if the design works for the
story and if the costumes are strong
enough. The photoshoot reveals very
clearly whether a costume design needs
to be rethought.
Later on in the process there are
practical aspects which have an impact
on the design as well. The most
beautiful costume doesn’t work if the
dancers can’t move freely or can’t see
a thing. But the dancers in the company
make almost everything work, even if
they can’t see a thing or the costume
change seems impossible, it mostly
works in the end.
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What did you want to say about each
character and how did you do that
through costume?
With Macbeth, it’s important to let the
characters look modern and kind of
normal. This is not a fantasy world. So
the impact of the madness is even
stronger if the characters look quite
normal.
Lady Macbeth is a tough and strong
woman but with a very charming side.
That’s why there is lace on her costume
so she doesn’t seem too hard. There is
even a hint of a romantic aspect. She
has a sense of style that I am telling
through her jewellery which looks
beautiful, but not showy. She knows
about her beauty and uses it to play her
game.
You can see a kind of extravagancy in
her scorpion-tattoo which also shows
the strong connection between her and
Macbeth.

Design©Dorothee Brodrück

It is also important to consider the fact
that everything you see on stage has to
go on tour and should be able to fit in a
certain amount of space.

Macbeth should look at first sight like a
guy you could meet somewhere in the
street which is why he is wearing a
normal modern good-looking suit. The
colour of the suit connects him with
Lady Macbeth. The connection between
them is extremely strong, I think it’s
important to also show that in little
things through the costume.
The witches should look, at first sight,
also very normal. They could be your
neighbour or maybe the woman you
spoke to on reception yesterday. I went
to the charity shops and looked for
their costumes there. Only if you look
closer you notice the state they are in.
They are dirty and they have broken
down costumes and
you sense that they
come from a brutal
and dark world.

Photograph©Nicole Guarino

Design©Dorothee Brodrück

The characters have
no ambiguity, I think
this is an important
thing when thinking
about the costume
design, and how to
show it in the
costumes.
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5. Cast List (2018)
MACBETH

Jonathan Goddard

LADY MACBETH

Eleanor Duval

THREE WITCHES

Carina Howard, Daisy West, Hannah McGlashon

KING DUNCAN

Stephen Berkeley-White

DAUGHTER OF DUNCAN

Carina Howard

BANQUO

Jordi Calpe Serrats

FLEANCE, BANQUO’S SON Dominic Rocca
MACDUFF

Christopher Thomas

LADY MACDUFF

Daisy West

UNDERSTUDIES/COVERS

Elin Anderson and Matthew Bell

Other characters played by members of the cast

Photographs©Stephen Berkeley-White and Mark Bruce
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6. Structure and Plot Summary
Act 1
SCENE

LOCATION FROM
and
FORMAT

1.
Three
Witches

Abstract
space
Trio

2.
Death of
Cawdor

Abstract
space

MUSIC

PLOT SUMMARY

Act 1 Arvo Pärt:
Scene Magnificat
1
Antiphons;
- O Weisheit
- O Spross Aus
Isais Wurzel
Sonic Youth:
Slaapkamers
Met Slagroom

We are introduced to the 3 witches who
appear first as angel creatures wearing
masks. The masks are removed
revealing their demonic nature.

Act 1 Arvo Pärt:
Scene Kyrie
2

We are introduced to Macbeth and his
close friend Banquo as they go into
battle with Cawdor and his gang.
Cawdor is defeated and his head
severed.

Group
section
3.
Hall of the Act 1
Prophecy Mighty
scene
3
Group
section

Alfred Schnittke: On their way to delivering the severed
Preludio
head of Cawdor to the King, Macbeth
and Banquo encounter the three
witches who foretell that Macbeth will
become the Thane of Cawdor and
eventually King. They also foretell that
although Banquo will not become King
his offspring be ‘Kings hereafter”.

4.
Meeting
of the
King

Arvo Pärt:
Lamentabile

Hall of the Act 1
Mighty
scene
4
Dramatic
scene

Macbeth and Banquo are welcomed by
King Duncan. Macbeth presents him
with Cawdor’s head and Duncan
rewards Macbeth with Cawdor’s title
thus fulfilling the witches first
prophecy.
However, Duncan then declares that his
daughter will succeed him to the
throne. As celebrations continue
Macbeth makes a decision to write to
his wife informing her of the events
that have taken place.
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SCENE

LOCATION FROM
and
FORMAT

MUSIC

PLOT SUMMARY

5.
Letter
Scene/
Banquet

The
Macbeth's
Home

Arvo Pärt:
Tabula Rasa,
Ludus
Magnificat:
Antiphons O
Adonai

Lady Macbeth receives her husband’s
letter and quickly devises a plot of the
murder of the King that will result in
seeing Macbeth crowned. She worries
that Macbeth is ‘too full of the milk of
human kindness to catch the nearest
way’. She asks all the evil spirits to
enter her and remove any goodness
that she has so that she can be filled
with ‘the direst cruelty’.

Solos /
duet /
group
sections

Act 1
scene
5, 6 &
7

Lady Macbeth then welcomes her
husband home, convinces him to carry
out her plan. In the meantime, he is to
play the perfect host as they welcome
the King and his entourage to their
home. The King duly arrives and a
celebration takes place. Macbeth is
wracked with doubt. However, Lady
Macbeth manipulates him to continue
with the murder.
6.
Macbeth
and
Banquo

Macbeth's
Home

Act 2 Sound of
scene thunder
1

7.
Murder
of
Duncan

Duncan's
Act 2 Krzysztof
bedroom/ scene Penderecki:
outside
1,2 & Polymorphia
3
Solo/duet
/Dramatic
scene

Trio /
Dramatic
scene

Macbeth encounters Banquo they both
recall the meeting of the witches,
there is an unease and tension between
the friends.

Lady Macbeth attends Duncan in his
bedroom and proceeds to drug his
guards by offering them a drink. She
then places the knives ready for
Macbeth to use to kill the King, thus
incriminating the guards with the
murder. As Macbeth prepares himself
to commit the murder he has a vision
of a dagger before him. He concludes
the longer he delays the less likely he
will be able to do the deed and enters
Duncan’s bedroom with the knives.
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SCENE

LOCATION FROM
and
FORMAT

MUSIC

7.
Murder
of
Duncan
(cont..)

Duncan's
Act 2 Krzysztof
bedroom/ scene Penderecki:
outside
1,2 & Polymorphia
3
Solo/duet
/Dramatic
scene

PLOT SUMMARY

Lady Macbeth waits anxiously for the
murder to be done. Macbeth returns
with the bloody daggers and declares
he has done the deed. But he is
plagued by being unable to say Amen
to the guards as they shifted in their
sleep and that he heard a voice
declaring that he would sleep no more.
Lady Macbeth realises that he hasn't
planted the knives on the guards
something he refuses to do. She takes
the knives from him, completes this
action and dealers her bloody hands
are now the same as his but “I would
be ashamed to wear a heart as white”
she leads him to bed declaring ‘a little
water clears us of this dead’.
The sun rises and Duncan’s daughter
discovers his body. her screams wake
the house and draw everyone to the
bedroom.
Macbeth enters and demands to know
what has happened the guards stir,
Macbeth retrieves their knives and
stabs them to death. Lady Macbeth
collapses.

8.
Outdoor
Funeral
location
and
Crowning Duet/
dramatic
scene

Act 2 Arvo Pärt:
scene De Profundis
4

Banquo’s son Fleance observes
Duncan’s daughter mourning her
father. She begins to find strength in
her defiance of the evil she is
surrounded by.
There is a suggestion of the beginning
of a bond between them. She then sets
fire to the funeral pyre as the other
mourners arrive. They witness her flee.
Macbeth is subsequently crowned king.
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Act 2

SCENE

LOCATION FROM
and
FORMAT

MUSIC

9.
Preparing
for the
Ball

Lady
Act 3. Arvo Pärt:
Macbeth's scene Agnus Dei
dressing
2
room

PLOT SUMMARY

Lady Macbeth is in her dressing room
preparing for the ball. Although her
and Macbeth have achieved their
objective she shows signs of being
deeply troubled.

Duet
Macbeth enters and tells her to play
the perfect hostess. Although he shows
tenderness towards her she senses a
dangerous brooding in him and their
communication begins to break down.
10.
Death of
Banquo

Abstract
space

Act 3 Krzysztof
scene Penderecki:
3
Polymorphia

Wearing a mask Macbeth attacks
Banquo and Fleance. He murders
Banquo but Fleance escapes.

Duet
11.
Banquo’s
Ghost

12.
Dressing
Room
scene

Ballroom
Group
section

Act 3 Franz Schubert: Macbeth attends the ball. During the
scene Deutsche Tanze celebrations he is confronted by the
4
Vl
ghost of Banquo.

Lady
Act 3
Macbeth’s scene
dressing
2&4
room

Krzysztof
Penderecki:
Threnody for
the victims of
Hiroshima

In his distress he makes accusations
towards the guests and is in danger of
revealing his guilt. Lady Macbeth
manages to pacify him and tells the
guests that he is unwell. She asks the
guests to leave but not before Macbeth
senses a threat from Macduff.

Krzysztof
Penderecki:
Threnody for
the victims of
Hiroshima

Lady Macbeth returns to her dressing
room and breaks down.

Dramatic
scene
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SCENE

LOCATIO
Nand
FORMAT

FROM

MUSIC

13.
Macbeth
visits the
witches

Witches
domain

Act 4 György Ligeti:
scene Requiem, Kyrie
1

Dramatic
scene /
solo

PLOT SUMMARY

Macbeth visits the witches and
demands answers from them. The
witches invoke visions.
The first is a parody of a ruined
Macduff carrying the severed head of a
clown. Macbeth is scornful of the
ridiculous figure and feels that Macduff
is of no threat until the figure stabs the
clowns head.
Macbeth decides he will dispense with
Macduff to be doubly sure of his own
safety. Macduff removes the clown
mask from the severed head and leaves
it on the ground before he exits.
The next vision that confronts Macbeth
is of Duncan's daughter with Fleance
and their crowned babies accompanied
by the ghosts of Banquo and Duncan.
The third vision is of every figure that
either haunts or threatens Macbeth
contained behind the bars of a
dungeon. Macbeth perceives that the
bars will never be breached and he is
protected.
The visions and the witches disappear
and Macbeth exits taking the discarded
clowns mask with him.

14.
Death of
Macduff’s
wife and
child

Church

Act 4 Arvo Pärt:
scene Magnificat
Trio /
2 & 3 Antiphons: O
Dramatic
Schlüssel Davids
scene

Macduff declares his loyalty to Duncan's
daughter. She is reluctant to engage in
the violence disposing Macbeth until
Macduff wife enters holding her baby.
Both are blackened and burnt and die
before them.
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SCENE

LOCATION FROM
and
FORMAT

15.
Washing
of hands

The
Macbeth's
Home

MUSIC

Act 5 Arvo Pärt:
scene Magnificat
1 & 5 Antiphons: O
Morgenstern

Solo/duet

PLOT SUMMARY

Lady Macbeth sleepwalks and
repeatedly washes her hands but
despairs as she perceives they are still
spotted with blood. In her madness she
repeatedly relives moments from past
events.
Macbeth enters wearing the clown
mask and carrying a jerry can of petrol
that he used to murder Macduff’s wife
and child. Lady Macbeth dies.

16.
Death of
Macbeth

Macbeth's
Home

Act 5
scene
5, 7,
8

Arvo Pärt:
Cantus in
Memoriam
Benjamin
Britten

Macbeth is confronted by the vision of
the dungeon but behind the bars are
what he perceives as angel like figures.
The figures remove the bars and
become spears. Macbeth is slain. As he
dies several of the figures remove their
masks to reveal that they are Macduff,
Duncan's daughter and Fleance.

Hall of
Act 5
the Mighty scene
9
Dramatic
scene

Arvo Pärt:
Cantus in
Memoriam
Benjamin
Britten

Duncan’s daughter and Fleance take
Macbeth’s severed head to be impaled
on a spike.

Solo/
Group
section

17.
Epilogue

Design©Dorothee Brodrück
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7. The Fight Scene
Below and online is a small extract from a group section battle scene in the
first half of Macbeth. This links with Workshop 3.

Dancers demonstrate four individual phrases that are used in the final structure
of the extract. The phrases utilise different facings, pathways, canon, and
change of dynamics to create a stylised rendition of the battle scene. Note that
there is no physical contact between the dancers. The scene has an almost
dreamlike quality and involves moments of stillness between flurries of
movement as Macbeth and Banquo weave amongst their adversaries.

Stills©Mark Bruce
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8. Practical Activities

Tasks and Questions
• Write a back story for the Macbeths. Why have they reached the point where the
need of power is so great?
• Characterise the relationship between Macbeth and Lady Macbeth. Who do you
think is the driving force of the relationship in the production and does this alter?
If so when and how is it depicted?
• Identify three gestures or movements in Macbeth which show a form of
manipulation. Create three of your own. Adapt theses to the scenes which you
feel are appropriate.
• Looking at the witches, compare the way Mark Bruce has portrayed their role in
comparison to Shakespeare.
• What is the relationship between Macbeth and the witches?
• Mark Bruce’s Macbeth shows different sides of madness. Can you pull out which
scenes these appear in and how they are portrayed? How does choreography,
music, costumes, set and lighting support these changes?
• Can you list some of the props used in this production?
• Mark has a strong collaborative relationship with his lighting designer. Do you
know any other choreographer or director who has strong collaboration with their
production team?
• Can you list a film with a monochrome feel to compare to Guy Hoare’s design in
Macbeth?
• Mark Bruce says ‘The vicious pursuit of power to fill a void will always be
relevant - the Macbeths are everywhere in every age, because they are a part of
us.’ Can you find some equivalent examples of this in society today or how it is
represented in creative culture i.e. films, books or mini-series?
• What effect does Mark Bruce’s choice of music have on the production?
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8. Practical Activities (continued)

Movement in Mark Bruce’s Macbeth
The piece overall has a sense of stylisation that the audience can come to grips with
relatively quickly, this choreographic language is the means of communication
between the characters.
This is one of the first things Mark explores and tries to establish. It is the main
foundation of the work. Particular attention is on detail and phrasing i.e. accents,
impulses, dynamics.

Photographs©Mark Bruce

The following workshops have been designed to be used as standalone sessions or
progressively for students
•
•
•
•

working towards a dance performance piece
to explore Bruce’s choreographic methods and as GCSE and A-Level
students wishing to prepare for the choreography papers
as a practical framework for analysis of Mark Bruce’s Macbeth
as a means of exploring, analysing and interpreting the Shakespeare text
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Workshop 1: The Witches
Learning objective: To develop a movement vocabulary that expresses the
character of the witches
Learning outcome: A movement phrase performed as one of the three witches

Task 1: Creating a witch
Read some of the witches’ dialogue from Act I, scene iii, 1-35. Then look at how
Macbeth and Banquo describe them in this scene.
Close your eyes - picture how you see these witches:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

What kind of creatures are they?
How do they think?
How do they feel or not feel?
What do they want?
How do they go about getting it?

What are these,
So withered and so wild
in their attire,
That look not like the
inhabitants o’the earth,
And yet are on’t?
1, iii, 38 - 40

•
You may wish to consider the sense of
power and the use of contrast evident in the text.
•
Use all of this to inform their character
and then try and feel how they would move: Consider how would they stand? Walk?
How would they turn their head? How would they use their eyes? (very important)
How would they use their spine?
•
Experiment with movement ideas, as you physically inhabit the character.
•
Consider impulse movements - where in the body does the movement
originate from? Be specific; detail is the key so make sure you pay very close
attention.
•
Using your ideas, create a series of movements based on your interpretation of
the witch’s character.
•
Now you are beginning to create a specific movement vocabulary for a
character and a scene. As you start to refine your ideas, work towards a motif
that clearly expresses your
idea of the witch.
•
Dispassionately remove
‘The earth hath bubbles, as the
the character, purely analyse
water has,
the movement technically so
And these are of them. Whither are
you can teach this series of
they vanished?’
movements to other dancers.
‘Into the air; and what seemed
corporal,
Melted, as breath in to the wind.’

1, iii, 78-81
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Workshop 1: The Witches (continued)
Task 2: Working together – the three witches
Fair is foul and foul is fair
Mark Bruce’s characterization of the witches
expresses the duality between the beautiful and
the broken, between the angel and the demon.
We see this in the movement material and group
relationships in the opening scene, and in the costume
design. Can you develop your characterisation to
express both sides of the witches?

Fair is foul, and
foul is fair.
Hover through the
fog and filthy air.
1, i, 12-13

In groups of 3, create a unison phrase that highlights the “fair” side of the
witches. You may repeat or develop movements from your individual motifs.
Identify the contrast between the “fair” unison motif with your individual witch
motif. Can we see both the angel and the demon?
You can now create a short trio in a binary, AB, structure.
Section A: Unison phrase, performed by 3 dancers
Section B: Each dancer performs their witch motif from Task 1 at the same
time.
Consider:
•

Action: using the same movement elements can you create some
more phrases, either individually or as a group?

•

Dynamics: how do the dynamic qualities express both the “fair”
and the “foul” sides of the witches

•

Use of space: how can you present the witches as one group
working together?
o
Formation
o
Pathways
o
Levels

•

Notice how Shakespeare uses groups of three in the text. Can you
find ways of reflecting that in your piece?

•

Choreographic devices and group relationships: As your piece
develops, you can start to experiment with canon, counterpoint,
transposing to the floor and repetition.
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Workshop 2: Text and subtext
Using dialogue to create a duet
Learning objective: To create a duo expressing the ideas in dialogue between
Macbeth and Lady Macbeth.
Learning outcome: A duo between Macbeth and Lady Macbeth

You can use the rhythm, text and subtext of a dialogue to create a duet. The
choreographic idea is that the movement communicates what is going on in the
scene in terms of both narrative action and character emotion. It must do this
without resorting to mime.
We can approach the text in terms of surface meaning (basic communication)
and subtext (what is going on underneath, e.g. emotion, manipulation and
power).
Task 1: Macbeth and Lady Macbeth duo, Act II, ii.
In pairs, assign characters. Read the dialogue scenes between Macbeth and Lady
Macbeth, Act II, scene ii, lines 8 – 38.
Analyse both the text (what is happening) and the subtext (the character’s
emotions and motivation) in each line.
Create a movement phrase based on
these two ideas that correlates to the
timing of the line. Remember to avoid
literal gesture and mime.
Tip: Look out for repeated words,
phrases or ideas: notice how many
references there are to hearing and
seeing.

Photograph©Mark Bruce

Continue to work through each line of
dialogue for your character in this way.
In your pairs, perform your movement
version of the dialogue as if speaking
to each other.
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Workshop 2: Text and subtext
Using dialogue to create a duet (continued)

You can now develop your duo in the following ways:
•
Timing: allow each phrase to overlap, minimising stillness.
•
Pathways: consider direct and indirect pathways to help communicate
the tone of the line
•
Proxemics: explore how the distance between Macbeth and Lady Macbeth
helps express the subtext, and their relationship.
•
Consider the aural setting; try setting your duo to different pieces of
music, both pieces that directly correlate with the music, and that which acts
as counterpoint or contrast.
To evaluate your work, ask yourself a fundamental question; how subtle you can
be in whilst maintaining communication with the audience? To find this out
present your work to other members of the group.
Extension: Text and subtext is an important part of Stanislavski’s methodology.
To develop your understanding of your character, identify their objective in this
scene. How can you use this to enhance the performance of your duo?
Development task
Using the same choreographic approach, you can explore Macbeth’s soliloquy in
Act ii, scene I (Is this a dagger which I see before me?), the dialogue between
the Macbeth’s at the Banquet (‘Why have you left the chamber?”, I, vii, 28 – 47)
or Lady Macbeth’s soliloquy in Act I, scene v.

Photograph©Mark Bruce
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Workshop 3: Brave Macbeth
See Section 7 – The Fight Scene for links to online resources supporting this
workshop
Learning objective: To choreograph a battle scene using a contemporary dance
movement vocabulary and non-mimetic action content. To explore complex
pathways and orientation as motif development.
Learning outcome: A group dance based on a battle scene.

In Act 1, scene 2 of the original text, we hear of Macbeth’s bravery and triumph on
the battlefield. Mark Bruce chooses to present the battle onstage, allowing us to see
the action for ourselves. Whilst each dancer brandishes a dagger, the action content
is abstract in style and does not directly represent combat. In fact, the scene was
choreographed and rehearsed without daggers initially; this workshop echoes that
process.
1.
Choreograph a unison travelling phrase using the action, space and dynamic
principles outlined in the chart below.
2.
Perform this in canon, travelling from the upstage right corner. You are
playing the rebels, fighting against Macbeth, who travels towards you from the
downstage left corner.
3.
Identify a moment to pause in the choreography. You may wish to use Arvo
Part’s Kyrie from Berliner Messe as in Bruce’s Macbeth. If so, pause at 18 seconds.
This is motif 1.
4.
Divide the class into groups of 3. Each group now choreographs a second
phrase, following the same action and dynamic principles. Or learn the motifs from
the sectional analysis if you wish to use direct repertoire here. This is performed in
canon, in your group of 3.
5.

Each group performs their motif 2 in canon in the space simultaneously.

6.
Explore weaving and crossing through the space and between other dancers by
changing your front or the direction of your pathways. You may need to adapt or
fragment the movement material for this to work effectively.
7.
Once more, identify a pause in the movement material – this time, drop to a
low level kneel or lean. For the Kyrie, the pauses are the instrumental sections
between the choral phrases.
8.
Repeat motif 1 and 2 holding a dagger. Use this to highlight the shapes and
momentum in your movement material.
9.

Rehearse and refine, paying particular attention to pathways.
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Workshop 3: Brave Macbeth (continued)
Extension: Identify a member of your group to play Macbeth. They can fragment
and develop motifs 1 & 2, moving through the group and continuing to dance
through each pause.
Action

Space

All action content moves on the
diagonal or from side to side.
Turn
Hop
Lunge
Arabesque
Pivot
Gallop, chasse, coupe
Open
Sissone
Hang
Kneel
Pick Up
Arms follow the momentum of the
movement; to the side, above the
head or in a diagonal line, with open
chest and shoulder.
Dynamic
Pausing on suspension
Changes in tempo – fluid with
moments of slow motion
Dreamlike
Aural Setting
Movement phrases correlate to
phrases in music.

Zig-zag pathways, from USR corner
Changes in direction of turns – right
then left

Relationships/Devices
Canon
Fragmentation – sections of motif
Change of orientation
Crossing and moving through other
dancers – as waves of movement
Physical setting
Use of daggers

Question for discussion: As the battle takes place, the voices sing ‘Kyrie
Eleison’, meaning Lord have mercy. Who is asking for mercy? Who do we want
to be merciful?
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10. Company People
Many people are involved in making the Mark Bruce Company’s
production of Macbeth Executive Producer – Eva Pepper
Eva Pepper’s job as the producer is to bring in the
resources to realise Mark Bruce’s Macbeth and ensure that
all elements of the production run smoothly. She will
organise financial and practical resources, such as grants
and fee income, and ensure the right support system i.e.
artistic and technical collaborators. Eva is responsible for
preparing and delivering budgets, and monitoring the
income and expenditure of the company. A big part of
Eva’s job is to book the tour of Macbeth, liaising and
negotiating financial contracts with venues and with all the
people who make up the Macbeth company.
Administrator - Anne Hipperson
Anne assists the Artistic Director and Executive Producer
in ensuring the smooth day to day running of Mark Bruce
Company and is responsible for activity schedules and dayto-day liaison with dancers and collaborators. Anne
manages the logistics of a tour, booking travel and
accommodation. Anne also collects and analyses
performance data for purposes of evaluation and
monitoring, maintains, updates and develops databases
and keeps all company administrative systems and IT
systems up to date.
Production manager/ re-lighter – Ben Dodds
Ben is responsible for realising Mark Bruce’s visions for
Macbeth. He coordinates the logistics and budgeting of
the production sub-disciplines (set design, costume
design, lighting design, sound, stage management).
Ben is also responsible for liaising with tour venues,
scheduling the running of the tour and re-lighting. In
each venue he will draw lighting plans in conjunction
with our lighting designer Guy Hoare. Ben will also cue
the show (lighting and sound).
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Assistant Artistic Director – Eleanor Duval:
Eleanor Duval is responsible for combining
practicalities with Mark’s artistic ambitions and
needs in the set-up of Macbeth. She takes care
of logistics in the studio i.e. organising of
teachers, rehearsal schedules and the general
wellbeing of the dancers. Eleanor takes on
Mark’s responsibilities as artistic director when
he is not on tour, as well conceiving, and having
an overview of the company’s education
initiatives and talent development.

Technical Stage Manager – Chelsey Thwaites:
Chelsey is responsible for the time keeping of
rehearsals, general sourcing of props, liaising with
production manager and director. On tour Chelsey will
be backstage queuing the show in coordination with Ben,
making sure all props are available for the dancers, and
be the communication between dancers and the
technical crew. Every show is logged by Chelsey and a
show report written and emailed to all the team, this
keeps the show monitored and fresh and ensures any
issues raised are addressed. The get-in and get-out of
each venue is run by Ben and Chelsey. This job takes
more than a full day to get-in (setting the show up) and
a long night after the last show in each venue for the
get-out (packing the show away).
Dancers:
All Mark Bruce Company dancers are employed on a free-lance basis. Mark’s dancers change
from project to project depending on what characters Mark is looking for. For Macbeth
Mark has employed eight professional dancers and one apprentice.
Company class teachers:
During the rehearsal period of Macbeth, the dancers will have a 1.5 hour ballet class or
contemporary class every morning as part of their warm up and development as a dancer.
This class is run by a member of the company or a specially employed guest teacher.
Host families in Frome:
During the rehearsal period all dancers move to Frome where the company find them
appropriate accommodation with supportive local families.
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11. A Day in the Life of an MBC Dancer

Rehearsals!
The rehearsal period for Macbeth is 8 weeks in the
studio.
All dancers will move to Frome in Somerset where the
company is based to work with Mark during this time.

8.30 am … The start of a typical rehearsal day.
Depending on each dancer’s needs to prepare and look
after their bodies the studio is open for the dancers
to warm their bodies up, do some conditioning
exercises and/ or aerobic fitness. This is a good way
to make sure they are ready for the day and for
injury prevention.
9.30-10.45am … Time for Class.
The dancers will have a class taught by Mark
Bruce, another member from the company or a
guest teacher. The class will either be a ballet
class or a contemporary technique class. This
enables the dancers first and foremost to warm
their bodies up for the day and also to carry on
their progression and learning process as a
dancer. You never stop learning!

10.45-11am … A short tea break!
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11- 1.30pm … Rehearsals with Mark Bruce.
Mark will be creating the work, if he is concentrating
on solos or duets the rest of the cast will be
practicing other scenes at the side of the studio. When
Mark has finished a creation, he will then make sure it
is well rehearsed. Group sections need to be spaced
correctly, unison needs to be perfect and lifts worked
on so they are performed safely.
1.30-2.30pm … Lunch break.
Dancers will make sure they have a healthy lunch. This is
important to maintain their energy levels for the rest of the day.
They will probably eat a lot but what they eat is nutritious.

2.30-4pm … More rehearsing.
Mark needs to ensure that the dramatic
side of the production makes sense to an
audience and that his vision is portrayed
correctly by the dancers and designs.
4-4.15pm … Short tea break

4.15-5.30pm … More rehearsing.
The day will end at 5.30pm however
dancers tend to stay in the studio to
stretch for another half an hour.
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On Tour.
During a tour the first day in
a new theatre is the longest.

12pm Dancers will travel to the
theatre in the morning and arrive
about midday. They will check all
their costumes and make sure props
and make up etc. are all unpacked.
1-2.15pm Dancers will have technique
class to warm their bodies up for the
day.
2.15-2.30pm short break

2.30pm Dancers will need to be available for
the technical crew to mark out tricky lighting
cues. They will also have marks on the floor
with tape for various scene changes.
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3pm Rehearsal Run of the show. This can
go very smoothly however every venue
brings up new challenges both for the
dancers and the technical crew so
sometimes the run of the show can be
very stop/start.

5pm Notes and re runs of tricky sections.
This will be run by Mark and Ben. Mark
will let the cast and production team
know what corrections they have and
these will be worked on and corrected
before the evening show.

5.30pm Dinner break.
Dancers will make sure they
eat something nutritious
before the show so their
energy levels don’t drop
6.15-6.55pm Costume and
make up. Dancers have their
own timings and will each
run this at their own pace.
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6.55pm half hour call.
This is given to dancers so they know how long
they have until the beginning of the show, they
will do all their prop checks and make sure
their bodies are ready for going on stage.

Day in the Life Photographs©Mark Bruce,
Chelsey Thwaites, Stephen Berkeley-White

7.30-9.30pm SHOW TIME!

After the show dancers will cool their bodies down with stretches, make sure all costumes
are put into the wash and prepare their make up for the next day. They will often eat
again before going to bed.
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